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The C++ language is still the ultimate reference in terms of performance and flexibility. As a matter of fact, it is in the core of a vast majority of projects in our community. Among all the great features that come from the C++ language, metaprogramming[1] is a spectacular example of what can be done to gather in the same place bare metal performance and wide genericity. This feature has notably been exploited with great benefits to automate development of finite element solvers (as e.g. in [2]).

The compilation cost associated with such approaches may unfortunately become prohibitive. Furthermore, and more basically, concision and clarity of the syntax of template metaprogramming is far from what can be expected from a modern programming language.

Stela is a performance devoted general purpose programming language that was developed to adress these issues. To summarize in a few words, in order to dramatically ease and encourage the development of active libraries (as defined in [3]), almost every idea is stolen from C++, apart from

- the syntax (closer to coffeescript),
- the choices by default (as template, auto and constexpr which are activated by default),
- the compilation system (a server which stores the generated asm code separately for each function or class specialisation),
• and some pragmatic additions (as e.g. methods that can be virtual and template at the same time, tools for auto-tuning, access to expression trees, for loop surdefinitions, ...).

Theses tools has recently been used to develop prototype libraries for the PGD methods (as defined in [4]) where a lot of different kind of fields (including e.g. finite element fields with different axes combinations) has to communicate in pre, post and solvers phases. The basic idea is that any field in the mathematical expressions may become an unknown, leading to symbolic expressions that permit to automatically generate optimized code.

The purpose of this contribution is to show the specificities of the Stela language that have been used to design the corresponding automation tools. This approach will be compared to what can be seen with mixed python/C++ (as e.g. in [5]) or with full C++ (as mentionned before).

The shown results will be focused on compilation time, code simplicity and execution speed. Detailed explanation will permit to understand how the language works and more particularly what are the news and main differences with C++ and Python for the development of the aforementioned kinds of numerical analysis tools.
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